
6 LEADERSHIP LESSONS YOU CAN
LEARN FROM FOOD TRUCKS

take time during your next lunch break 
to explore these ideas

REMAIN FOCUSED, PASSIONATE, & ABUNDANT
We know the value of focus and passion, but we sometimes forget the value of abundance.

Food truck owners and workers are excited – sometimes overly excited – about the specific fare

they serve. At the same time, they work in concert with other trucks – they travel in packs. Few

people will cross a busy street to get to one food truck, but they will travel across town to visit a

collection of them. 

 

Does your team and organization practice scarcity or abundance?

Are you missing opportunities to work with other partners, even competitors, to expand the

market together?

SHOW UP WHERE PEOPLE ARE
Food trucks are mobile – how’s that for insightful? The beauty of their mobility is they can go to

where people are and make it easy for customers to buy from them. There is something

wonderful about a customer’s rumbling stomach being met at that right moment with a roaring

engine.

 

Do you make it easy for customers to buy from you?

Do you put yourself in the right place at the right time?

GENERATE EXCITEMENT WITH A BIT OF MYSTERY
When a food truck arrives on the scene with a crazy paint job or intriguing name, a bit of

mystery is created. You then catch a glimpse of the menu board and the mystery continues.

Who doesn’t want to find out what the ‘Groucho Marx’ Mushroom Melt is? Or, why a side item is

called ‘Miss Vicky’s’ chips? 

 

Is there a bit of mystery or surprise in what you offer? Do you put a toy at the bottom of your

‘cereal box’? Is there an Oprah moment when people reach under their seats? 

Has everything become so routine for you, your people, and your customers that everyone is

sleepwalking through the relationship?

CREATE A MOVEMENT ALONG THE WAY
Food trucks are more than just meals on wheels. They are a bit of a movement.  People attend

food truck festivals, wait in lines for an hour to get their meal of choice, and even wear t-shirts

sporting their favorite food truck names.

 

Is your team or organization creating a movement? Or, are you simply lagging behind?

Following is fine, losing ground along the way isn’t.

What movement has yet to be formed that your organization can lead?

DON'T INVEST TOO HEAVILY IN A FAD
No one knows the lifespan of the food truck movement. Perhaps it is already dying. Coming late

to the effort and investing money in a short-term fad is not a good move. Nor, is it smart to

double-down on something that is on it’s way out. You need passion and focus, but you also

need foresight and money in your bank account. Don’t start a business or a product line as a

hobby – that typically becomes an expensive undertaking.

 

Is your team or organization focusing energy on something that is dying?

Could you energies be better placed elsewhere?

TURN COMMON INTO COOL
Many people eat peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Some of us eat them nearly every day. A

PB&J sandwich is common (all too common), but we will cross the street for a truck labeled

"The Monsterlicious PB&J Sandwich".  An offering like that isn't common; it's cool.

 

Is there anything about your product or service that has become commonplace? If so, what

can you do to breath new life into it?

Do your own employees even see your offerings as cool? 
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find more free tools @ www.leddingroup.com/tools


